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Abstract—This paper aims to investigate a frame for defining
a first functional architecture of IEDS (Intelligent Embedded
Diagnosis System) in the context of FDIR (Fault Detection,
Isolation and Reconfiguration) and predictive maintenance. The
IEDS has to be implemented on a system/component to be
monitored/maintained (on board part) and should possess a lot
of capabilities such as data collection, data processing, health
status generation, degradation/failure identification . . . allocated
either on-board or off-board in accordance to the technologi-
cal constraints. Its objective is therefore not only to diagnose
faults, but also to deliver relevant information/knowledge for
aiding decision-making both with regards to FDIR objective or
predictive maintenance. The engineering of such IEDS is not so
easy to be developed because it is concerned with functional,
technological and physical requirements. A frame for supporting
the consistency between all these different types of requirements
is not really existing today. So, we propose in this paper
to investigate a modeling frame based on system engineering
principles and leading to a first generic functional architecture
of IEDS.

Index Terms—Fault diagnostic, health monitoring, embedded
diagnostic, functional architecture, intelligent system, mainte-
nance

I. INTRODUCTION

The needs expressed by various industrial domains such as
aeronautics, space, energy, transport, automotive, in terms of
maintenance requirements is the identification of operational
drifts, and the monitoring of failures [1]. To meet these
industrial needs, it is necessary to have a function allowing the
diagnosis of failures which can affect the system functioning
[2].

A diagnosis system executes the tasks of detection of
malfunctions, identification and isolation of the probable root
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causes of these anomalies [3], [4]. A diagnostic function
generates symptoms from observed data and compares them
to the thresholds which define the frontier between a normal
and an abnormal operational situation of the monitored system
[2].

This diagnostic function can be applied as well to the sys-
tem, sub-system or component abstraction levels. In relation
to this vision at component level, the concept of embedded
diagnostic is developed. The embedded diagnostic unit is
integrated into the monitored system i.e. is implemented on-
board, and aims to execute a diagnostic during operation of
the monitored system. Thus, it offers more autonomy and
reactivity [4], [5]. The embedded diagnostic allows to use
the contextual information available on-board of the moni-
tored system. This complementary information contributes to
increase the embedded diagnostic performance.

Some embedded capacities are considered smart or in-
telligent [6], [7]. Indeed, it goes toward an autonomous
intelligent diagnosis which possesses the ability to observe
continuously the monitored system during its operation and to
elaborate a reasoning allowing to establish a diagnosis in an
autonomous manner from these observations; to communicate
and to interact with other units in order to better improve the
diagnosis system performance [6]. In that way, the results of
the conventional diagnosis function could be extended towards
direct decision-making such as proposed by FDIR concept [5]
or towards indirect decision-making, for example by using
the results as inputs of prognostics process in the frame of
predictive maintenance as advocated by PHM (Prognostics and
Health Management community).

In link to all the previous features expected for the IEDS, a
lot of issues can be isolated such as: What type of capacities
have to be associated to the diagnostic system to confer
it Intelligence property (I of IEDS)? How to allocate these
capacities in a right way between on-board and off-board



possibilities to confer Embedded property (E of IEDS); What
are the hardware and software technologies to be used to
support concretely the on-board and off-board parts? How
to validate the resulting diagnosis architecture? What are
the compatibility and interoperability constraints within the
architecture? Some works address already some aspects of
these problems [5], [7] but it is really missing a modeling
framework to support all the engineering of IEDS in a generic
manner [4].

Thus, the main contribution presented in this paper, is
related to a frame based on system engineering principles and
leading to provide a first generic functional architecture for
an IEDS (Intelligent Embedded Diagnosis System). In that
way, Section 2 presents a state of the art on the existing
functional architectures of embedded diagnosis. It allows to
identify the limits of these architectures. To overcome some
of the limitations, Section 3 is devoted to present a first generic
functional architecture for an IEDS in consistence with system
engineering practices. Section 4 concludes the paper work and
draws some future works.

II. STATE OF THE ART ON FUNCTIONAL
ARCHITECTURE OF EMBEDDED DIAGNOSTIC

A functional architecture is generally investigated during
the requirement analysis process as advocated by system
engineering practices [8]. It is defined as a set of functions
(and their sub-functions) identifying the transformations (from
inputs to outputs involving data, material, energies . . . ) to be
performed by the system to complete its mission. The inputs
and outputs are the flows exchanged between the functions or
with other entities such as the stakeholders.

According to this functional architecture definition, several
implementations of diagnosis functional architectures exist in
many application domains. These architectures depend of the
diagnosis function perimeter (e.g. its mission), the nature of
the available data on the monitored system and the type of
applications addressed [4], [5], [9], [10].

From a very conventional manner, the mission of diagnosis
function is generally defined by the FDI term (Fault Detection
and Isolation, or Fault Detection and Diagnosis). It leads to a
conventional functional architecture where are appearing the
sub-functions of fault detection and fault isolation supporting
both the fault location and cause identification [11].

By extending this mission with decision-making concerns,
the functional architecture can be considered more smart
[7] but always centered on initial diagnosis purpose. Indeed,
relevant example of this extended architecture is obtained
through the implementation of new FDIR strategy as proposed
by [5] describing an architecture of embedded diagnosis for
improved maintenance in the avionic domain. Reconfiguration
is added as action to improve the system operation. This
architecture allows to identify on-board information sources
and automated reasoning techniques which build upon existing
built-in-test results to improve fault isolation precision.

Additional functional architectures have been also devel-
oped by considering the diagnostic function not only in link

with its own objective but also in link with other needs such
as maintenance, prognostics, monitoring ones. For example,
other works present a diagnosis module integrated in a health
monitoring architecture of a system, where the diagnosis takes
a decisive role in the monitoring architecture performance. In
this framework, [4] defines an active monitoring architecture
based on intelligent agents for the maintenance assistance of
mobile systems, in the case of railway application. In the
same way, [12] proposed a diagnosis function within a health
monitoring architecture of system exposed to multiples faults.
This architecture is interesting because the presence of a fault
has an impact on the next occurrence of faults.

With regards to prognostic process, [13] defines an archi-
tecture in which is combined the diagnostic and prognostics
functions to form a unique system. A generalization of this
coupling, in terms of functional architecture, is represented by
the OSA/CBM architecture, for which ISO-13374 is existing.
This coupling is also implemented in the domain of Health
and Usage Monitoring System (HUMS) [14].

Finally, some diagnosis architectures have been also devel-
oped in the context of Integrated Vehicle Health Management
(IVHM) [9]. This type of architecture is used to increase the
reliability and safety of transport systems and to reduce main-
tenance costs by implementing on-board advanced diagnosis
and prognostic functions [1].

From all the architectures previously underlined, it can be
mainly synthesized that:

• It does not exist an approved view on diagnostic func-
tional architecture because depending on the function
perimeter, its sub-functions, its interactions with the other
functions etc.

• It is difficult to develop a consistent engineering to
guarantee the genericity of such architectures.

For finding some solution to these previous issues, we pro-
posed to follow a system engineering approach to construct a
generic frame for defining IEDS.

III. PROPOSAL OF A FRAME TO DEFINE IEDS FUNCTIONAL
ARCHITECTURE

The frame proposed to support all the IEDS engineering is
constructed from the system engineering practices [8]. More
precisely, this frame is referred to three views:

• Needs and requirements view: defines what the system
(IEDS) must do (functional requirements) and how well
it must perform in order to satisfy systems stakeholders
needs. It should be representative mainly of the system
purpose, mission, objectives.

• Functional/Logical architecture & scenario view: aims
at transforming the functional system requirements into
a coherent black-box description of the system use cases
(scenario). It means to propose a functional architecture,
structuring all the functions and sub-functions that allow
the system to perform all the identified operational sce-
narios throughout its life-cycle. Within this structure, it
is also included the exchanged flows between functions
and external world (interface).



• Physical architecture view: defining the white-box archi-
tecture capable of performing the required use cases. It
leads to select a set of concrete components (on-board,
off-board) that support both functions and interactions
between the components including physical connexions.

These three phases are addressing more globally two main
steps of system engineering as formalized in MBSE (Model-
Based System Engineering) [15]: the specification of the sys-
tem and the the design of the system (the difference between
what the system should do, and how it should be done).

With regards to these steps, the contribution developed in
this paper is mainly focused on the specification of the IEDS
(Needs and Requirements view; Functional architecture and
Scenario) by illustrating each item with textual content and
schemes because the models based on SysML diagrams are
still in progress. It was decided to use SySML diagrams
to support MBSE to offer consistency between the required
System Engineering processes and not to use specialised
models such as SADT which are supporting only one SE
process (e.g. functional analysis) without considering really
the link with the other SE processes in the processes chain.
Thus, the main SE processes addressed for IEDS are: IEDS
purpose/mission/objective definition, then the IEDS stake-
holders in link to the mission, the scenarios/uses cases for
which IEDS is utilized, and the functions/sub-functions and
flows describing these scenarios (Figure 1). Finally, the link
from specification to design and more precisely to physical
architecture is investigated to show the potential on-board and
off-board functions allocations.

All the contribution proposed is defended as generic for
defining an IEDS whatever the application domain is, whatever
the target system/component is etc. This generic material
should be used for defining a specific IEDSx functional
architecture through an instantiation procedure.

A. Needs and Requirements view

The proposition of an architecture for IEDS in a functional
manner should start from the characterization of the IEDS
purpose (or perimeter), mission and objectives (Figure 1) . . . by
considering some aspects of the stakeholders. It is an iterative
process and not only a sequential one.

1) Purposes, Missions and Objectives of the IEDS: The
IEDS purpose should define why the IEDS does exist. In that
way, it is necessary to consider a first interaction with the main
stakeholder which is the target system on which this IEDS is
implemented. Thus the major purposes are:

• To contribute to the improvement of the global properties
of target system dependability and mainly availability
one,

• To contribute to the improvement of the safety perfor-
mance,

• To contribute to the reduction of the operation and
maintenance costs . . .

Then IEDS missions (What the IEDS does?) have to be
described to achieve concretely the purposes. They can be
summarized as:
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• To support diagnosis of the target system in terms of FDI
for finding fault and its cause,

• To elaborate from FDI results, a heath state, a situation
on the target system (pertinent information) to be pro-
vided in order to aid decision-making in operation and
maintenance phases,

• To support local action decisions for realizing a first
reconfiguration (FDIR) of the target system in the case
of failed situation,

• To alert on the potential risks occurring on the target
system . . .

For each of the purposes and missions, objectives have to be
defined representing all the qualitative and quantitative aspects
of them. In this frame, it can be the percentage of faults to
be detected by the IEDS, the size of ambiguity group to be
provided by the IEDS, the degree of confidence to be conferred
to the FDI results, the maximum time to provide the cause
from the fault detection, . . .

The purposes and the missions underlined a part of stake-
holders (e.g. target system, maintenance operator) but they
have to be completed in the way to take into account all the
interactions of the IEDS with its environment.

2) IEDS Stakeholders: It is focused on IEDS operational
stakeholders (and not engineering ones) as represented by
Figure 2. These stakeholders are:

• Target system/component: the IEDS is implemented on
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the monitored system/component considered as relevant
in regards to the missions. Thus IEDS is connected to
target system/component both for acquiring data but also
potentially to act on it (reconfiguration case).

• Ground station: The IEDS provides, to ground station,
data/information processed by itself from raw data of
target system in order to perform off board capacities
(in complementary of those done on board). The link
between off-board and off-board is necessary to support
all the chain of the processes (capacities).

• User/Operator: The IEDS provide to the user relevant
information (results of FDI, health state, situation . . . )
allowing it to follow the degraded/failed situation of the
target system/component in the way to take the right
decision if needed in relation to operation requirement. It
could be to decrease some value of control parameters.

• Maintenance operators: The IDES provide to the main-
tenance operator relevant information (results of FDI,
health state, situation . . . ) allowing it to follow the
degraded/failed situation of the target system/component
in the way to take the right decision if needed in relation
to maintenance requirement. It could be to anticipate a
maintenance action.

• CMMS tool (Computerized Maintenance Management
System): The IEDS can transfer to the CMMS tools some
values of important indicators (part of health state) in the
way to achieve Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) by
the CMMS. In the opposite way, the IEDS can receive
information from the CMMS about the last maintenance
action done on the target system/component.

• Prognostic unit: The IEDS exchange, with this unit,
information on fault cause, degraded situation . . . in order
to aid the prognosis for calculating Remaining Useful
Life of the target system. This RUL can be used also
by the IEDS to plan some actions in the reconfiguration
phase.

The stakeholders previously mentioned underlined a lot of
interactions (in bilateral way) with the IEDS. Indeed, the IEDS
is able, in accordance with its purposes/missions/objectives, to
receive and provide data/information to or from stakeholders.

It should be done by following a use case, an operational
scenario.

B. Functional architecture and scenarios view
1) IEDS Uses Case / Scenarios: An operational scenario

aims to describe a story based on the expected utilization
of the future IEDS in terms of actions required to achieve
a mission. In that way, it was isolated 4 main scenarios: FDI,
Heath Monitoring, Maintenance, and Prognostics.

• Diagnosis: From the data acquired on the target system,
IEDS is able to detect fault, to localize fault, to identify
the cause (FDI capabilities) and to alert different stake-
holders.

• Health Monitoring: From the results of FDI but also
CMMS information, the IEDS is able to create health
indicators of the target system, to merge these indicators
to create a situation state (health state) well representative
of the target system performances and to transfer this state
to the stakeholders.

• Maintenance: From the results of FDI, the health state and
CMMS information, the IEDS is able to calculate some
pertinent dysfunctional indicators representative of the
degradation/failure mode detected and their impacts on
target system performances. All this pertinent information
has to be provided to maintenance operator mainly for
aiding his decision-making process.

• Prognostics: The IEDS is able to provide to Prognostics
unit all the information/indicators required as input for
the prognostics in the way to calculate the RUL.

These operational scenarios are implemented through a set of
functions.

2) IEDS functions and sub-functions: The IEDS functions
aim to support the scenarios by means of a chain of value
based on the transformation of input flows (e.g. raw data) to
output flows (e.g. health state). Thus the flows are the links
between the functions but also with the stakeholders. The main
IEDS functions are:

• To acquire data,
• To format and normalize data,
• To store the normalized data,
• To detect and isolate faults from normalized data (FDI),
• To generate functional indicators from normalized data,
• To generate dysfunctional indicators from normalized

data,
• To generate a health state indicator of the target sys-

tem/component,
• To store all the generation results,
• To decide reconfiguration actions from normalized data

and indicators,
• To perform reconfiguration action on the target sys-

tem/component (FDIR),
• To communicate generation results, normalized data, re-

configuration report . . .
All these functions should be detailed in sub-functions to
go towards the white-box vision (design step). For exam-
ple, the function called To acquire data can be detailed



with sub-functions as To acquire raw data from target sys-
tem/component, To acquire maintenance data from CMMS
tools, To acquire data from Ground station, To acquire data
from Prognostic Unit. On the same principles of decompo-
sition, we can illustrate the list of sub-functions with the
following items:

• To filter data,
• To format data,
• To validate the data,
• To generate information from validated data,
• To detect fault from validated data,
• To localize the fault,
• To identify the fault cause or the group of ambiguity,
• To define the degradation mode, the most credible at-

tached to this fault cause,
• To define health indicators (functional, dysfunctional)

from the validated data,
• To aggregate these health indicators to form health state,
• To provide the health state to maintenance operator and

user,
• To analyze the validated data, the fault, the indicators to

propose reconfiguration actions (software vision),
• To select reconfiguration action, the most suitable to

re-establish target system/component performances (e.g.
dependability parameters),

• To operate the reconfiguration action . . .

From the identification of these sub-functions and the flows
they are processing (inputs, outputs), algorithms can be se-
lected to achieve the behavior of these sub-functions. In the
modeling frame for IEDS, the main idea is to be able to
select the right type of algorithms with regards to the type
of inputs flows to be processed. For example, in link to the
knowledge available on the target system/component (and also
provided by other stakeholders such as CMMS tools), the
digital technologies for supporting the FDI algorithms will be
different [6]. This knowledge can be represented either by data,
a history, an experiment, either by a known or estimated model
of the target system behavior [16]. Therefore, a generally
accepted categorization for FDI algorithm is built on four
typologies of digital technologies:

• Model-based numerical technologies: They rely on pre-
cise physical knowledge of the monitored system and are
based on a mathematical representation of the behavior
of the target system. In this cas, the IEDS makes it pos-
sible to determine a residual (difference between actual
measurements and values estimated by the mathematical
model used) [16]

• Data-driven numerical technologies: These are used
when the sensor data (several available data) constitute
the main source of information. The IEDS allows iden-
tifying and understanding the degradation phenomena of
the system in order to characterize these actual states.

• Experience-based numerical technologies: They do not
require a thorough physical knowledge of the monitored
system, neither the disposition of sensor data. This type

of technology simply requires the provision of failure his-
tory or component design recommendations under similar
operational conditions. The IEDS is used to determine
and to identify failure possible cause of the target system
[6].

• Hybrid numerical technologies: They combine several
types of technologies (data-driven, experience-based and
model-based) to take advantage, for example, of knowl-
edge about the physical behavior of the target system and
information obtained from a pertinent analysis of the data
[16].

The algorithms selection is the last step of the functional
architecture development. The next step is now to allocate the
different functions/sub-functions on an organizational/physical
architecture.

C. Way from functional to physical architecture

The organizational/physical architecture is a structure of
functions and sub-functions. It allows to identify a set of
concrete components that supports both the functions and the
interactions among the components, including the physical
connections. Sub-Functions to be detailed as operations are
projected on a physical architecture (organic) consisting of
a set of components both hardware and software (Figure 3).
By this way, the functions/sub-functions are performed by
components, these components are connected with the others
through interface, port, link, network . . . which are associated
to flows exchange (depending of the type of flows), and
finally all the components, connections etc. form the physical
architecture required to perform the operation scenarios. In the
IEDS context, the architecture is mainly decomposed into an
embedded part (on-board) and a base ground part (off board).
The particularity of an IEDS architecture is the ability to have
both on-board and off-board diagnostics. The communication
of an IEDS with its stakeholders is realized according to the
available connections.

For example, in the case of a car, it can be proposed different
IEDS-based physical architectures to observe car degradations
in the way to diagnose/prognose what is/will happened and
then to take the right decision from the degradation level
(ex. stop the car, make a maintenance action, reduce the
speed). Indeed, for a car, a generic IEDS can be developed
in the form of a raspberry pi supporting all the functional
capacities (functions, sub-functions) previously proposed in
terms of data processing, communication and storing. Thus
a specific IEDS-based physical architecture (distributed one)
could be developed from implementing different copies of
this raspberry. Each copy can be attached to a specific car
component (acquiring the data of it) considered as critical
one, can be parametrised to this specific component such
as brake, engine block, active suspension (instantiation step
from the generic capacities) and can communicate with the
others (ex. zigbee protocol) both with those implemented at the
components level and those implemented at higher levels (e.g.
moving function, or car itself) to synchronise the information
for taking a global decision.
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Fig. 3. IEDS organizational architecture in link to monitored system

This organizational/physical architecture is the last step of
the design phase of the IEDS. It has to lead to validation
phases to assess if this resulting architecture is supporting
all the needs/requirements expressed (see section 3.1.) both
from a qualitative and quantitative aspects as defined in the
objectives.

IV. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper is focused on a method-
ological investigation for proposing a frame supporting the
definition of an IEDS functional architecture. This investi-
gation is based on system engineering practices by consid-
ering mainly the specification step (needs and requirements
view; functional and scenarios view) allowing to establish
a generic content usable for different specific IEDS. A way
towards physical/organizational architecture is also presented
to illustrate how the functions/sub-functions can be allocated
to on-board and off-board components connected together.
This contribution has to lead now to a formalized step as
already started by the MBSE approach in progress. A lot
of additional issues have to be considered in the future as:
the validation procedures to be implemented; the integration
of system constraints, the instantiation procedure needed for
constructing a specific IEDS from the generic functional
architecture etc.
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